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LIMITED LIFETIME WARRANTY 

 

Baja Designs proudly offers a LIFETIME WARRANTY against manufacturer’s defect on all the products that 

we manufacture. 

These are comprehensive warranties; other than the exclusions below – you’re covered. If your LED or 

HID bulb burns out, you’re covered.  Additionally, cutting off our connector or changing your lenses does 

not automatically void your warranty. 

Exclusions: 

Installation errors, abuse, misuse or crash damage. You must be the original owner of the product and 

can supply proof of purchase. 

Baja Designs manufactures its own products as well as resells products manufactured by others. Baja 

Designs makes no express or implied warranties on products not manufactured by Baja Designs including 

without limitation any warranties or merchantability and fitness for a purpose. We will however, pass on 

all warranties made by the manufacturer, who has sole responsibility for performing such warranties. 

Baja Designs will pay the freight if your product is less than 90 days old, otherwise defective products must 

be returned to Baja Designs, Inc., freight prepaid. At our option, we will repair or replace items in question 

and return them at no charge. If the identical product is no longer available, we will replace with a similar 

product of equal value. Baja Designs Inc. will not be responsible for any indirect or consequential damages 

in connection with defective merchandise. 

Items purchased through a Baja Designs authorized dealer must be returned through the dealer.  Only 

available on LED auxiliary lights and product must be in sellable condition at MSRP.  Product that has been 

damaged in any way after the original purchase date will be excluded from this guarantee. 

Indemnification: 

Buyer hereby acknowledges off-roading, racing and driving at night are dangerous 
activities and that the products and/or supplies purchased from Baja Designs are 
used in an inherently dangerous activity that may endanger life and limb; and in no 
event shall the seller, or seller's heirs and assigns, be held liable for consequential 
damages, nor shall seller's liability on any claim for damages arising out of or 
connected with the sale, delivery, or use of purchased products and/or supplies 
exceed the purchase price of the products and/or supplies. 
 



 
1999-2010 Ford, Super Duty Fog Pocket Kit Instructions 

Special Note:  
 This kit works with three variants of the Super Duty series (99-04), (05-07), (08-10). The first 
instructions will cover the (99-04) and (05-07) models. The (08-10) instructions will follow.    

 
1999-2007 Ford, Super Duty Fog Pocket Kit Instructions 

 
Tools Required 

- 10mm wrench - 8mm socket wrench 

- 10mm socket wrench - 13mm Socket wrench 

- 7/16” wrench - 4mm Allen wrench 

- 7/16” socket wrench 
- Phillip’s head and standard 

screwdriver 

1. To begin, open the hood and remove the four Phillip’s head screws at the top of the grille 

(circled below). Support the grille from tipping forward. Removal of the grille will provide easy 

access to the top two bolts of each fog light assembly.  

 

 
 

2. With a standard screwdriver (flathead), pry up on the four clips that hold the bottom of the 

grille on the vehicle. To access the clips, place the standard screwdriver in between the top 

surface of the bumper and under the grille. The photo below shows the location of the clips. The 

next photo shows the clip.  

 

 



 
 

 
 

3. Now that the top two fasteners of each OEM fog light assembly are exposed, the bottom bolt on 

each will need to be addressed. These bolts can be found underneath the vehicle on the 

backside of the front bumper. There is a small rubber flap that can be pushed away to access the 

bolts. If needed, use a standard screwdriver to pry up the plastic fasteners holding the flap to 

the bumper. Below is an image of the OEM fog light bracket for reference.  

 

 
 

4. In order to remove the assembly from the bumper, the light will have to be removed from the 

bracket first. Using an 8mm socket wrench, remove the bolts from step 3. While still inside the 

bumper, the fog light assembly will have to be flipped around to expose the backside of the 

light. Using an 8mm wrench (or Phillip’s head), remove the tilt adjuster bolt, spring, and plastic 

retaining nut. With the standard screwdriver, pry the fog lamp pivot mount plastic fasteners 

from the assembly to detach fog lamp. The now disassembled fog light can be removed from the 

bumper in two pieces. Repeat each step for the other assembly.  
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5. Set the OEM fog lamps aside and keep the plastic OEM brackets for the new assemblies. Locate 

the stainless-steel Super duty brackets and the Squadron parts bags. With the 4mm Allen 

wrench, screw in the Squadron 6mm housing bolts through the washer, bracket, serrated 

washer, and then into the light housing. Repeat for the opposite side of the housing, then repeat 

for the other light. The exploded view below is for reference.   

 

Special Note:  

 The two following photos have an enlarged bezel that is only for (11-16), which is not used for 

 this kit.  

6. Now it is time to mount the new light and bracket to the OEM plastic fog bracket. Using the 

7/16” wrench and socket wrench, thread the 7/16” hex head bolt into the washer, plastic 

bracket pivot mount, steel bracket, washer, and nylon locking nut. Repeat for the adjacent 

fastener.  

Note: the steel bracket goes on the inside of the OEM plastic bracket pivot mounts.  
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7. Reuse the OEM fog lamp bracket tilt adjustment hardware with the new bracket circled below.  

 
8. Adjust the housing bolts and OEM tilt adjuster until the desired fitment is attained. 

 

9. Repeat steps 6-8 for the opposite side of the vehicle. 

 

10. The new complete fog light assemblies will fit through the bumper for installation. The pictures 

below show the orientation that allows the new completed assemblies to fit through the 

opening. Install the new fog lamp assemblies and brackets with the 8mm socket wrench and 

fasteners from step 3. Tighten.   

 

           
 

11. Attach the plug ‘n play adapter to the factory harness and the Squadron power cord. Repeat this 

step for the other side. Tie the wires away from any hot and/or rotating components. 

 



 
12. To re-install the grille, move it into position and push the bottom of the grille to snap the clips 

back into place. With the Philip’s head screwdriver, replace the four screws at the top of the 

grille and tighten.  

 

 

2008-2010 Ford, Super Duty Fog Pocket Kit Instructions 
 

Tools Required 

- 7/16” wrench - 8mm socket wrench 

- 7/16” socket wrench - 13mm Socket wrench 

- 4mm Allen wrench  

 

1. To begin, locate the bracket at the front of the passenger side wheel well pictured below. With 

the 13mm socket wrench, remove the three bolts. Place the bracket aside. Repeat steps for the 

driver’s side.   

 



 
2. Unplug the OEM fog light connector from the OEM harness. With the 8mm socket wrench, 

remove the three bolts holding on the fog light assembly circled below. Carefully remove the 

assembly from the vehicle. Repeat step for the driver’s side.  

 

 
 

3. Locate the stainless-steel Super Duty brackets and the Squadron parts bags. With the 4mm Allen 

wrench, screw in the Squadron 6mm housing bolts through the washer, bracket, serrated 

washer, and then into the light housing. Repeat step for the opposite side of the housing, then 

repeat for the other light. The exploded view below is for reference.  

 



 
Special Note:  

 The two photos on this page have an enlarged bezel that is only for (11-16), which is not used 

for this kit.  

4. Now it is time to mount the new light and bracket to the OEM plastic fog bracket. Using the 

7/16” wrench and socket wrench, thread the 7/16” hex head bolt into the washer, plastic 

bracket pivot mount, steel bracket, washer, and nylon locking nut. Repeat for the adjacent 

fastener.  

 

Note: the steel bracket goes on the inside of the OEM plastic bracket pivot mounts.  

 

 
 

5. Reuse the OEM fog lamp bracket tilt adjustment hardware with the new bracket circled below.  
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6. Adjust the housing bolts and OEM tilt adjuster until desired fitment is attained. 

 

7. Repeat steps 4-6 for the opposite side of the vehicle. 

 

8. Install the new fog lamp assemblies and brackets with the 8mm socket wrench and fasteners 

from step 2.  

 

9. Attach the plug ‘n play adapter to the vehicle’s factory harness and the Squadron power cord. 

Repeat step for the other side. Tie the wires away from any hot and/or rotating components. 

 

10. Re-install the brackets from step 1 with the 13mm socket wrench.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Re-torque all the fasteners after 100 miles.  

 

Your install is now complete! Thank you for choosing Baja Designs.  


